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In the UK, mental health service users are asked to “tell their stories” within clinical settings as a tool for diagnosis, formulation and treatment plans. Retelling, reliving and reflecting on traumatic and distressing experiences is not a benign activity. Yet the process of reframing lived experience within a personal narrative could support the development of: a more positive identity; self-management skills and improved social connections (Slade, 2009) and therefore contribute to mental health recovery. This is an exploration of my process as a wounded researcher in the development of a version of my narrative as an autoethnography. I developed a series of 54 vignettes that described memories of my lived experience. To start, I used memorable quotes - the voices of others within my narrative. Developing and analyzing my autoethnography was visceral. It highlighted aspects of my process (and the likely process of others) and raised many unresolved dilemmas. For example: what was left out or left unsaid and the issue of “narrative truth” (Craib, 2004); reordering the vignettes for coherence; the role of relational ethics; and the impact on my identity of this difficult on-going process. It impacted on my mental health, but it has been a crucial part of my recovery. Keywords: Autoethnography, Personal Narrative Recovery, Mental Health, Service User Research and Relational Ethics

Autoethnography is an approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and systematically analyse (graphy) personal experience (auto) in order to understand cultural experience (ethno). (Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2011, p. 1)

Ellis et al. (2011, p. 2) suggested that “as a method, autoethnography combines characteristics of autobiography and ethnography.” Autoethnography implies that a narrative is being used for a purpose beyond simply telling a story. In doing autoethnography, there is a significant element of reflection and reviewing lived experience: using hindsight; “epiphanies” or times of “existential crises” (Ellis, 2009).

The process of autoethnography contextualises personal experiences within existing cultural practices and shared experiences. This may support better understanding for both insiders (cultural members) and outsiders (cultural strangers; Ellis et al., 2011).

Within mental health services, service users are continually asked to tell their stories (often repeatedly) so that a diagnosis, a formulation or a treatment plan can be determined. The term “story” is often used rather than “narrative.” Increasingly, some service users (me, for...
example) are being asked to share our recovery narratives with professionals at conferences and for teaching and training purposes – to offer testimonials (Frank, 1995) of our individual recovery journeys. We are held up as beacons of hope and as examples of the system “getting it right.” One might question “for whose benefit are we asked to tell our narratives?” Retelling, reliving and reflecting on traumatic and distressing experiences is not a benign activity.

My Position as Researcher

I am a “wounded” researcher with an insider perspective. As a long-term mental health service user, I have personal experience receiving care in both primary and secondary (In-patient, day hospitals, hospital at home and community) services. I have also used day care within the third sector. Within my mental health “career” (Kleinman, 1988) I have received individual, group, creative art and medication therapy. Alongside this (and at times despite these services), I have been on “my personal recovery journey” (Pilgrim & McCrane, 2013) – an individual process of learning and growth. As a result, I am more self-aware, accepting and autonomous. I have become my own agent and decision-maker in my own recovery. I am an experienced advisory teacher, mental health trainer, consultant and mental health activist.

This paper is the result of further developing my personal narrative as an autoethnography, which is titled, “From the Edge of the Abyss to the Foot of the Rainbow – Narrating a Journey of Mental Health Recovery.” This paper is a reflection of the challenges and my process as a “wounded researcher” (Romanyshyn, 2007).

My autoethnography was the first phase of my self-funded PhD research – “What does the process of developing a personal narrative involve and how does it contribute to mental health recovery?” Phase 2 explored the process of developing a personal narrative using Participatory Action Research (PAR). Focus groups with service users who had developed their narratives were used to discuss their process (le May & Lathlean, 2001; Meyer, 2010). Using the themes generated (Braun & Clarke, 2006) in Phases 1 and 2, Phase 3 involved developing a peer-led Personal Narrative Workshop Programme for mental health service users.

Mental Health and the Value of Narrative Development

Bruner (1987) suggested within a social world, narrative is dominant – it is a sense and world-making process. Narratives can be temporal, multi-voiced social constructions, which are dependent on individual values and cultural practices (Moen, 2006). Narrative reflects the interaction of and the social and cultural assumptions of the teller and the audience, such that there is no one “true” narrative but a range of alternative possibilities (Bruner, 1987).

In his Personal Recovery Framework, Slade (2009) described four tasks of recovery: develop a positive identity; reframe the mental illness; develop self-management; and develop valued social roles. Established recovery tools such as Wellness Recovery Action Plan (Copeland, 2013) and Recovery Star (Mental Health Providers Forum, 2013) are widely used in developing self-management. Alongside developing community links, these tools also promote improving and gaining valued social roles. There are fewer interventions (other than one to one therapy) that support individuals to reframe their experiences (and thus develop positive identities). Developing a personal narrative is one way of framing the illness and reframing the experiences.

Reframing within the development of the personal narrative can allow flexibility (Moen, 2006) – that is, the narrative is continually constructed and revised depending on time and audience. Within the context of mental health recovery, Kerr, Crowe, and Oades (2013) suggested a meaning-making model that developing a personal narrative could be viewed as a “transitional process” or a transformational process towards living a meaningful life. This view
seems to support other recovery models and frameworks (Leamy, Bird, Le Boutillier, Williams, & Slade, 2011). Reframing allows the individual to contextualise their mental illness experiences and can provide sense to otherwise senseless experiences (Frank, 1995).

This can lead to the development of a more positive identity, with the growing ability of the individual to distinguish between the “me/it” (Slade, 2009). In the early stages of recovery there can be a sense of overwhelming chaos and lack of control and understanding. The illness “it” (and often the diagnosis) can be the totality of the individual’s existence and identity (e.g., “I am a ‘depressive’”). Frank (1995) and Kleinman (1988) added that people could be stuck within certain illness narratives. Reframing and the integration of what is happening with new understanding and insight can lead to the illness identity becoming only one aspect of the individual, (i.e., “I have depression”). Narrative development could possibly provide a way forward for the individual.

Method and Results

Autoethnographic Vignettes

I developed a series of 54 vignettes that described memories of my lived experience. A vignette is “a short piece of writing that expresses the typical characteristics of something or someone” (Cambridge Dictionaries Online, 2016). The vignette as a “short and incomplete” snapshot seemed appropriate as much of my mental health experiences felt chaotic, piece-meal and lacking any sense of coherence. Each vignette was a visceral snapshot that had a huge impact on my life and my sense of self. As a starting point, I used memorable quotes and statements - essentially the voice of others within my narrative.

This public sculpture “Freedom” (Fig. 1; Frudakis, 2000) reflects my journey of mental health recovery. It represents the concept of recovery (Anthony, 1993; Scottish Recovery Network, 2013) – the idea of living a meaningful life whilst dealing with the on-going symptoms and challenges of long-term mental health issues. Recovery in this context is different from recovery within the traditional loci of the psychiatric (and physical health) medical model, where recovery is essentially returning to a “pre-illness” state (Davidson, Sells, Sangster, & O’Connell, 2007; Whitwell, 2001).

My official introduction to the world of mental health was in 1996. For many years there was a sense of “nothingness,” chaos (Frank, 1995), unknowing and the unknowable. Surviving from moment to moment - an overwhelming sense of disability, lack of control and disconnection with self and others (Spaniol, Wewiorski, Gagne, & Anthony, 2002). I experienced a total loss of self-hood; I merged with the wall. Experiences, emotions and
fractured relationships relived within fourteen vignettes in my autoethnography, entitled “The Hopeless Narratives.”

My mental health recovery has been a 20-year on-going, non-linear journey (Bird, Leamy, Le Boutillier, Williams, & Slade, 2014; Leamy et al., 2011). There were/are periods of: wellness and illness; being in the world and being hospitalised; success and failure; relationships and social isolation; extreme tiredness and mania; working and idleness. These juxtapositions continue - an underlying sense of “all-or nothing” living. There is still no certainty, yet there is a sense of growth and movement forward – benefitting from therapeutic input and tools learnt. I have emerged from the wall, reaching out, accepting help and regaining my agency. Nineteen vignettes, “The Long Assent Narratives” reflect the work and struggles experienced as I began to regain some sense of self. The final 19 vignettes, “The Thriving Not Surviving Narratives” describe the complete emergence from the wall. These vignettes are reflective, but with a forward momentum.

Before I started to write any vignettes, my supervisors asked what my plans were. What structure did I think that I would use? At the time, I resisted their academic need to pin the process down, to know what I was going to achieve before I started. I did not know how it would turn out or what it would include. I accepted this ambivalence. In retrospect, the organic nature of how the vignettes developed was crucial and in a sense reflected the non-linear and uncertain nature of my recovery journey.

The vignettes were written in no particular order, although Vignette 12 (Box 1) was the starting point. It was the moment when I realised that something was wrong but lacking the awareness and insight into what.

**Box 1: Extract: Vignette 12. “I don’t know who you are anymore!” (June, 1996)**

We bump into each other awkwardly. In the doorway of our empty classroom. Miles scurries out, with the kettle in his hand. We look at each other. We have nothing to say. No smile or laugh at the absurdity of the moment. The kettle in his hand says it all. Miles needs to escape. I say nothing. The moment elongates. Looking down at the kettle, Miles says quietly…

*Miles - I don’t know who you are anymore.*

He walks away. I sit in our cubbyhole of an office - alone bereaved racing thoughts no thoughts despairing empty silenced alone alone. The bell rings for afternoon school. Feeling nothing feeling everything. An automaton teaches afternoon classes watches the performance from some place else. The shell rushes off at a snail’s pace to pick up my son from where he was left that morning. No looking back.

Before my maternity leave lunchtimes were spent in our office together. Preparation for classes not yet taught. Marking. Planning - Ofsted was on the horizon. Seeing students. Chatting. Gossiping. Talking football. Content in our silence too. We were a team – had been for three years. Miles was my boss and he was my friend. We were tight. We shared a vision and a passion for our subject. We were frontiersmen, innovative and ambitious. I was fast-tracked, a spotlight over my head. I would go far. Everyone said so. Before my maternity leave.

Vignette 12 was a snapshot of my descent into unknowing despair and disconnection. From this vignette, there was another and another. One memory sparked off the next. They spanned my lifetime. It was necessary to jot down ideas before they were lost. The vignettes developed as a chain reaction, until I thought that I was done.

As part of the process, I asked my husband to review the vignettes (he had lived through most of them with me). I read him the vignette titles. He said that there were no positive vignettes. I had a choice - I could have said that the vignettes were complete. On reflection, I realised that if this was a mental health recovery autoethnography, it was not a fair reflection of my life experiences post-1996. It highlighted how difficult it was for me to consider the
positives in my life - an example of the importance of reframing, in order to regain a more positive sense of self (Slade, 2009). As a result, I drew a time-line – a line across the middle of a piece of A3 paper. I started at 1996. Below the line, I put all the “rubbish” – the mental health difficulties, crises and struggles (the vignettes already written). Above, I put the “good stuff;” the happy times, the successes, the holidays etc. I needed to write about the “above the line” experiences. This was extremely hard. It was a much more conscious process. These vignettes (e.g., Vignette 49. The “Old Me” Box 3) did not flow in the same way as the “below the line” vignettes had. I had to search for the right words. Reframing was difficult! However, the reflection and reframing that I did as a result of developing these positive vignettes allowed me to consider the lessons that I have learnt over my recovery journey and led to a number of epiphanies such as Vignette 47. “You’ve found your voice” (July 2013 After leaving NHS Mental Health Trust). Reframing had supported my renewed agency.

Reordering Vignettes for Coherence

The vignettes were written in no particular time order. They made sense to me but for others, might be seen as a jumbled mess, difficult to follow with no underlying thread. This posed some important questions: what is the purpose of an autoethnography and who is this narrative for? Writing as part of my PhD process and the fact that it was important for me to reframe and share my narrative (Macias, 2009; Scottish Recovery Network, 2011), to reconnect and to provoke audience debate - it needed some semblance of structure and temporal order. I rearranged and reordered the vignettes into coherent themes (Burnell, Hunt, & Coleman, 2009; Kempson & Murdock, 2010; Saavedra, 2010).

Box 2: Vignette 29. “You’ve had your moan, now let’s get to work!” (c 2005)

It’s a warm summers day. We are sitting in the garden. I am on a lounger and Jim sits next to me. He listens without interruption. He listens to my woes, my angst, my distress. He is with me in this moment. He is with me in my distress. I pause for breath, waiting for a response, for feedback for the usual platitudes – the usual soothing saccharine comments that I am conditioned to receive but not believe. I need the comments so that I can throw them back in his face. It will not get better! I don’t want to give it any more xxxxxxx time! Yadda, yadda, yadda. He sits quietly, aware of the conversation going on in my head, giving me space. Not adding to it. He gives me time. I’m xxxxx off with him. He is meant to help me. Yet he just sits, quietly serene.

He sits forward, closing in on me, invading my space. Ready to speak at last.

Jim – right you’ve had your moan, now it is time to work

I look at him incredulously. How ***** dare him. In my head – my first reaction – ****off Jim. I don’t need you. You are like the rest of them. A bunch of ********. I pause. I take a breath. Out loud I say

Me - ok

I didn't know it at the time but this was a turning point – an epiphany. I was being offered the choice to move forward with my recovery. I chose to do so, although I didn't know it at the time.

Discussion

Reflections on my Process

As a service user and the autoethnography author, I could be described as a vulnerable adult too. At the outset, I was aware that I would be writing about traumatic experiences. I thought that the autoethnographic process would be a simple and straightforward one. I was
an “old hand” at developing my narrative with different emphases for different purposes and audiences, for example, a focus on mental health and family, stigma issues, power differentials and using recovery tools. I had also developed and run training course to facilitate other service users to develop their recovery narratives for the purposes of the NHS Trust that I worked for. I thought that developing and sharing my narrative was a benign process. However, I found both the writing and analysis were incredibly hard. It was a visceral experience – evoking bodily sensations, my lived environment, physical interactions and emotional distress (Ellis, 2009; Poursanidou, 2015). In order to reflect on the “what I have learnt” aspects and epiphanies, I had to re-experience the trauma. I wrote in a darkened room, worked punitively and had disregarded any notion of self-care towards the wounded storyteller (Poursanidou, 2015). I became increasingly disconnected from the world, even when I was not writing. I was repeating behaviours that characterised and contributed to my mental health difficulties. I was becoming unwell.

What Was Left Out or Left Unsaid

Having difficulty including positive content in my autoethnography raises the issue of narrative truth. Unlike Bruner (1987) who talked about the importance of rightness, intention and coverage, Craib (2004) argued that bad faith narratives were possible - narratives are not sacred. Hyvarinen (2008) commented that “narrativity always carries with it some sort of tendency to revision” (p. 266), with the subsequent reflection the essence of the reframing process.

Retrospective narratives (e.g., Frank’s (1995) quest or testimonial narratives) can give significance and validity to life experiences that are not necessarily truthful accounts. In a critique of Kleinman (1988) and Frank (1995), Atkinson (1997) suggested that a recuperative narrative without any accompanying social analysis action (as in autoethnography) was a wasted opportunity. Atkinson argued that a choice should be made regarding narrative function - the revelatory, emancipatory and therapeutic power of the narrative for the individual and audience or the narrative as a more academically rigorous socially constructed critique.

This either/all argument is not necessarily relevant to the individual developing their personal narrative. Within the vignettes there are examples of extremely personal experiences which represent a life lived, for example, Vignette 4 “All that I have invested in you” Part I (1976-79) and Vignette 8 “Don't worry she doesn't like anyone” (January 1985). Both are about my mother and her overwhelming need to control every aspect of my young life. Perhaps the benefit of these vignettes to others include the opportunity for the audience to relate - to draw parallels with their own lives; and as an example for individuals who have been marginalized and silenced, for example, mental health service users can have a voice. Other vignettes reflect experiences that were more political and represent social commentaries for example, power differentials and stigma within mental health, for example, Vignette 21 “If you don't behave, I will change your diagnosis to BPD” (private psychiatric hospital, 2013) and Vignette 39 “You are a service user not a professional” (a Recovery College, 2013). Many vignettes were written in messy texts (Short, Grant, & Clarke, 2007; Short, Turner, & Grant, 2013), often without punctuation, with profanity and as a stream of consciousness (Csikzentmihalyi, 1997). Interestingly the later, “positive” vignettes were written in more Standard English with carefully constructed sentences. Less emotionally but more rationally written. Perhaps this difference reflects the difficulty that I had producing these “successful” vignettes.
Impact on My Identity

Box 3: Vignette 49. “The Old Sam”

I often prefixed sentences with “the old Sam” suggesting that the old one would have done things differently. Someone once asked me, why I used this phrase so much. I had to think, to analyse to consider…

I was telling people that I am doing things differently – even telling people who didn’t know the old Sam. I needed to remind myself that I was doing things differently. It is incredibly important and at times life-saving that I use the tools that I have developed in all the years of therapy – it makes all the wasted years worthwhile – to have gone through all the shit and not learnt anything – they might as well shoot me now. I acknowledge that I am intolerant of people who do not learn and apply to change their lives for the better – always cast as the victim, playing the victim role and taking a bow. I suppose that I need to acknowledge to myself and others that change takes effort and energy. Nearly 20 years into this sentence and the ‘can’t do scary impossible, weak, dependent – are often still my default positions. I have to work to turn it around. The old Sam – without the benefit of insight and tools - would have reacted and behaved differently, punitively and gravely – perpetuating disconnection and self-hatred. The new Sam said, did and felt differently. I suppose part of me was also showing off that I was doing things better, more appropriately, less toddler-like and that people were also benefitting as a result. I needed to be continually reminded of how far I had come. To move forward, to thrive and not just survive. The old Sam was surviving and often barely that. The new Sam is out in the world living, contributing, shouting from the rooftops. Yah!

I say the “old Sam” less often out loud, but I have a wry internal grin when I think it. Oh I’m growing into an adult!

“The way out of the narrative wreck is telling stories” (p. 55). Self and identity could be rediscovered through narrative. If illness experience dislocates identity (our past does not predict our present), narrative could have the potential for integration of the past, present and possible futures.

My autoethnography reflects this possibility: Hopeless; One-Step Forward – One-Step Back; Moving Onwards and Upwards; Thriving not Surviving with the key reframing process evident in the Lessons Learnt – Doing Things Differently, Epiphanies and Moments vignettes. Overall there is a sense of integration; a difficult life lived yet with hope for the future. The later reflective vignettes (although so hard to write) offer the hope, the sense of continued
movement forward with a more rounded positive identity. Vignette 45 “I bet that you are borderline” (2011 work), whilst said as an insult was on reflection an epiphany because it allowed me to make sense of my on-going mental health challenges: continuous suicidal ideation; abandonment and disconnection issues; and often a sense of complete emptiness. Now I am able to understand and work with these distressing aspects of my life and put them into perspective for example, Vignette 52 Getting back on the horse (Box 4), Vignette 53 “That is why we are so attracted to you” (January 2015) and Vignette 54 “You are an inspiration.” I am now able to think about who I am and acknowledge that I am more than my diagnosis!

**Box 4: 52. Getting Back On The Horse**

As I reflect on the time from 1996 – 2010, it is easier to concentrate on the horror, the despair, the sheer emptiness and waste – the black hole. It is easy to remind myself of the loss, the hopelessness – my constricted and constrained world. The mental patient – the nut job – the shirker, the lazy bitch… yadda, yadda, yadda. To relive these tortuous times in all their monochrome glory. Yet in this same time, I also achieved many things. I find it harder to remember or acknowledge these counterpoints. I had to be reminded by Don. As I think about them now, I am unable to put any of them into vignettes – only straightforward prose will do. A list of “didn’t she do well,” “not bad for a nutter” … It is either this or leave them out.

At the point of when I was at one of my lowest points – early in my mental illness journey, when I was the walking zombie, the bad mother, the cold wife. I did two things, which on reflection were two very important things, which positively changed the course of my life.

1. I began and completed a psychology degree with the Open University. I fell in love with psychology. It helped develop new skills in me but also accentuated existing difficulties. I was awarded a first-class degree and was a Bruner Prize winner – but I fought daily battles with being good enough to the point that I worked beyond the point of exhaustion and it precipitated a major breakdown.

2. I went back to teaching – working with young people but in a completely different way – holistically – working as an advisory teacher to support other teachers to work holistically with excluded young people.

Another important factor in my recovery has been by mental health activism and getting involved in running mental health services – essentially making a difference to the lives of others, which in itself has a profound effect on me. All done with small steps – a little bit of volunteering, a bit of managing services, a bit of directing and finally a paid, permanent job within the enemy camp [the NHS]. Now I am doing a PhD in activism.

This continual movement and getting involved, trying new things and taking risks supported me in regaining a sense of self. Tenuous at times but growing in strength and confidence, giving me a sense that I can do things and be successful. All is not lost. I may be a mental health service user, but I am so much more. I am not my diagnosis – well not all the time anyway! It’s much harder to joke and make light of success or the good stuff, but it is there. My recovery journey is light and shade, ying and yang – but I have to work much harder to remember this!

It highlights the public and private persona thing again. At home, I am often in PJ’s eating my dinner off a tray watching TV. I watch crap. I watch crime dramas. I watch blockbuster and subtitled art house movies. I avidly follow sport. Go to games, drink beer and swear with the best of them. I enjoy good food and Crunchies. I go and see comedy and opera. Gigging from Blondie to Andy Williams. I talk about philosophy and nonsense. I drink beer and swear with the best of them. I enjoy good food and Crunchies. I go and see comedy and opera. Gigging from Blondie to Andy Williams. I talk about philosophy and nonsense. I go and see comedy and opera. Gigging from Blondie to Andy Williams. I talk about philosophy and nonsense. I have high hopes and am happy to just be. Walking the dog with Don by the sea is wonderful. Bickering about a question on Never Mind The Buzzcocks with John Doe - priceless. Reconnecting with long lost friends – life-affirming. Unfriending those who add nothing – liberating. I am complex, mask wearing, open and increasingly authentic. It has to be worked at each and every day.

**The Voices of Others in my Narratives**

For me, developing a personal narrative is an on-going, piece-meal process. It involves reflection and possible revision (Ellis, 2009). Both the content and the process itself continually impact on my sense of self. I was used to sharing my “recovery story,” yet I felt a tremendous burden of writing my autoethnography. This continues. This may have
implications for insider/service user research within critical autoethnography, when the research requires continual contact with deeply distressing material.

My narrative is also the narrative of identifiable others (family, friends, colleagues and mental health professionals). They are about relationships and interactions. Writing about shared experiences, even when written from a particular point of view could have significant implications to the on-going relationship. The status quo may be affected. Unconscious and invested power dynamics or ways of interaction may be questioned.

Each vignette begins from the voice of another – the headline quote – which ignited the memory or experience described within each vignette. Two of the key individuals in my autoethnography were my husband and son. Both gave consent to be included in my narrative. It is important to assume that anyone may read our published work (Ellis, 2009). My husband did not want a pseudonym, (it would have been difficult to anonymise him). Other people may read my autoethnography - how do I as the autoethnographer support him given the possible reaction of others? My son (who is not part of the mental health world) chose the pseudonym John Doe. We discussed how the name John Doe promoted interest, which a more neutral name (e.g., John) would not. He chose to remain John Doe. Whatever his chosen pseudonym, he would be still recognizable as my son.

I asked other family members to co-produce a shared narrative – to offer their interpretation and insight to often shared familial experiences. This was declined. Given this, do they now have the right to reply to my narrative? Can they choose not to be included? Could they be anonymised and/or fictionalised? These dilemmas are unresolved. At this point, I do not share with a wider audience, any vignettes that contain their voices. This emotional trauma continues. Developing my autoethnography has on-going effect on my sense of self and my mental well-being.

Writing about intimate others has implications. There needs to be careful consideration about how individuals’ include others within our narratives and the possible effects of this. This may involve negotiating - taking the narrative back to the “storied others” and asking for comments (Ellis, 2009; Poursanidou, 2015), producing multiple-voiced narratives (McHugh, 2015), fictionalising the narrative (Campbell, 2015), mindful slippage (Medford, 2006) or writing and not sharing or publishing (Ellis, 2007; Poursanidou, 2015). There appeared to be no universal principle in writing about intimate others, other than “do no harm” (Ellis, 2007, p. 5). There are potential benefits to writing about intimate others but perhaps part of the reframing process may need to be an exploration around blame and guilt between the narrator and those storied.

This raised a number of relational ethical issues (Ellis, 2009) that were not covered by ethics approval procedures for this research. Because I was writing about myself, I did not need ethics approval for the autoethnographic phase. In writing my narrative and the subsequent thematic analysis (for this phase), I realised how “messy writing about intimate others” was (Ellis, 2009, p. 10), and continues to be. The boundaries (a sense on being an individual) that may be apparent between strangers are blurred and difficult to distinguish when lives are intertwined. I have written about intimate others with whom I have shared history; who may have contributed to difficult experiences; and with whom I have on-going relationships. Yet, in order to understand and reframe my lived-experience, it was necessary to write my narrative. Ellis (2009) suggested that writing about intimate others was a balance.

Conclusion

Developing my autoethnography has been like walking a tightrope over a precipice. It was scary and perhaps in many ways easier to stay where I was, but knowing that in reality
there was no choice. Growth, developing insight, agency and a more positive sense of self lay over on the other side.

The aim of my PhD research is to develop a peer-led personal narrative development workshop programme for mental health service users. Writing my autoethnography laid the fundamental foundation stone. In experiencing the visceral, emotional and on-going effects of this process first hand, I was able to reflect on the potential impact that developing a narrative may have on others. Factors such as: the need to have a dialogue around relational ethics; the importance of self-care and the need for the workshops to be in supportive environments have to be considered within the workshop design.
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